Agenda:

easyCBM™ User Conference
October 2014
easyCBM User Conference Agenda Valley River Inn 1000 Valley River Way, Eugene, OR

Sunday, October 5
Arrival. Valley River Inn offers free shuttle to the hotel from the airport. Please call (541) 743-1000 to arrange for your pick up. Dinner is on your own.

Monday, October 6
9:00 Welcome and Introductions
9:15 Historical overview of easyCBM from 2006 - 2014, highlighting the development of different components
10:00 District Sharing: Each representative will share how easyCBM is used in their district (5 minutes per district)
11:00 Sharing our current planned development for 2015 and beyond
   New Reports and Navigation
   Early Literacy
   Early Numeracy
   PD Enhancements
   Voice capture for ORF measures (CORE grant)
12:00 Lunch
1:00 User Feedback (Districts work in small teams)
   Key Strengths of easyCBM (these are ‘do not change’ features, from district users)
   Key Requests for additional enhancements
2:30 Meet the software developers
   Background on programming process
   Q&A
3:00- 3:30 Item Development Process
   Shawn Irvin:
3:30-4:00 CCSS Math: Iterative Test Development
   Daniel Anderson
4:00- 4:30 Break and Meet in lobby for transportation to campus
   Campus tour
   BRT office tour
6:00 Dinner at Oregon Electric Station, cabs to return guests to hotel after dinner
Tuesday, October 7
9:00  Research Highlights
    Jess Saven: Presentation of National Norm Study results (by region and subgroup)
    Joe Nese: Growth in CBM
    Leilani Saez: Letter Sounds / Early Literacy, and Interventions

10:00  District Highlights
    Springfield SD
    Shelton SD
    Hillsborough SD
    ? SD

11:00  Setting Future Course

12:00 Adjourn